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A B S T R A C T

The outbreak and spreading of the COVID-19 pandemic have had a significant impact on transportation system.
By analyzing the impact of the pandemic on the transportation system, the impact of the pandemic on the social
economy can be reflected to a certain extent, and the effect of anti-pandemic policy implementation can also be
evaluated. In addition, the analysis results are expected to provide support for policy optimization. Currently,
most of the relevant studies analyze the impact of the pandemic on the overall transportation system from the
macro perspective, while few studies quantitatively analyze the impact of the pandemic on individual spatio-
temporal travel behavior. Based on the license plate recognition (LPR) data, this paper analyzes the spatiotem-
poral travel patterns of travelers in each stage of the pandemic progress, quantifies the change of travelers'
spatiotemporal behaviors, and analyzes the adjustment of travelers' behaviors under the influence of the
pandemic. There are three different behavior adjustment strategies under the influence of the pandemic, and the
behavior adjustment is related to the individual's past travel habits. The paper quantitatively assesses the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic on individual travel behavior. And the method proposed in this paper can be used to
quantitatively assess the impact of any long-term emergency on individual micro travel behavior.
1. Introduction

The novel coronavirus pneumonia pandemic (COVID-19) has been
spreading rapidly worldwide (Sun et al., 2020; World Health Organiza-
tion, 2022). Aiming to fight the pandemic, many countries have intro-
duced a series of policies and measures to slow down the spread of the
COVID-19 virus. These policies and measures refer to various fields,
including foreign trade, transportation, and social life. The outbreak and
spreading of the COVID-19 virus have had a large impact on the entire
mankind, and this impact has been reflected in various aspects, such as
foreign trade, economy, and transportation. The implementation of
policies, normal development of society and economy, company opera-
tion, and personal travel all require a convenient transportation system as
a foundation. However, the transportation system has undergone
tremendous changes due to the pandemic and anti-pandemic measures.
For instance, in China, on January 23, 2020, the government released a
provision informing the citizens of Wuhan that urban buses, subways,
ferries, and long-distance passenger transportation would be suspended,
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and the airport and railway station in Wuhan would be temporarily
closed. In addition, citizens of Wuhanwere requested not to leave the city
without special reasons. Later, a series of anti-pandemic measures
affecting the travel of residents across China, such as the travel ban, were
promulgated in sequence. In addition to the impact of these policies and
measures on the transportation system, in fact, residents' concerns about
the spread of the pandemic have also had a great impact on the trans-
portation system. For instance, in some of the cities across China, due to
the fear of the pandemic, the number of motor vehicle trips during peak
hours has increased compared to that before the outbreak of the
pandemic according to our previous study. Hence, the pandemic has had
a profound impact on the transportation system, and changes introduced
in the transportation system have further affected other aspects of soci-
ety, including environmental system (Wang and Su, 2020), aviation
(Iacus et al., 2020), agriculture (Ilesanmi et al., 2021), foreign trade
(Wang et al., 2021a), and political relation (Yang, 2021). Meanwhile,
these fields have reciprocally affected the transportation system since
they are mutually connected, thus affecting each other. Therefore, it has
still been very challenging to assess the impact of the pandemic on
niversity, Hangzhou, China.
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Nomenclature

LPR license plate recognition
POI point of interest
FD the frequency density
CR the category ratio
a trip chain
Pi the spatiotemporal information on a traveler obtained at

the i-th detected point
N the travel days of the traveler
A sequence database, A ¼ {a1, a2, …, aN}
α frequent travel pattern
minsup minimum support value
F frequent travel pattern set, F ¼ {α1, α2, …, αR}

LCS the longest common substring, which is defined as the
longest common part of two travel patterns

sij the similarity of two frequent travel pattern sets
rugi the regularity of travel behavior of a traveler i
sij the similarity of the frequent travel pattern sets between

two stages
k number of initial clusters
s(i) the Silhouette coefficient of the point pi
Q the hourly detection frequency (veh/h)
NVT The number of vehicles in transit (veh)
ATI the average travel intensity
X1 – X29 independent variables
Y dependent variable
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society in general. For instance, the impacts of the pandemic on the urban
transportation system and environmental system have not been pro-
foundly studied yet (Jiang et al., 2020). With the accumulation of
massive data in various fields and the development of big data technol-
ogy, various industries have used multi-source big data to evaluate the
impact of COVID-19 on society from different perspectives. Among these
studies, the research on environmental system has been the most abun-
dant (Wang and Su, 2020; Sicard et al., 2020; Kerimray et al., 2020;
Wang et al., 2020; Edwards et al., 2021; Calderon-Tellez and Herrera,
2021).

There are mutual effects and correlations between the transportation
system and various other industries, so it is difficult to analyze and
evaluate the transportation system comprehensively, especially the
impact of the pandemic on micro-travel behavior. In addition, the
amount of traffic data is massive, and generally, only governments and
large companies own the data, while these data are difficult for in-
dividuals to obtain. This further limits the researchers to quantitatively
analyze of the impact of the pandemic on the transportation system. Due
to the limitations of the above reasons, there are few studies on the
impact of the pandemic on the transportation system, especially the
impact of the pandemic on micro travel behavior. However, it is very
important and meaningful to analyze the impact of the pandemic on the
transportation system and people's travel behavior. Firstly, trans-
portation system can reflect the status of urban vitality and social and
economic development, whereas the analysis of travel behavior adjust-
ments under COVID-19 and the corresponding influencing factors can
help to deepen the understanding of how the pandemic has affected the
daily life of residents, thus helping to analyze the far-reaching influence
of the pandemic on society. Secondly, analyzing the impact of the
pandemic on the transportation system can evaluate the effect of policy
implementation to a certain extent, because many anti-pandemic policies
slow down the spread of the pandemic by limiting travel. Third,
analyzing the impact of the pandemic on the transportation system and
individual behavior can provide support for policy formulation and
optimization.

As far as we know, currently, there is little research on the change of
individual travel pattern affected by the pandemic with the help of traffic
big data of full sample motor vehicles, and we hope to propose a new
method to quantitatively evaluate the change of each individual's
spatiotemporal travel pattern in each stage of pandemic development.
Besides, the travel behavior adjustment pattern of all motor vehicles
under the influence of the pandemic can also be obtained.

Aiming at the current limitation in research of the influence of the
pandemic on transportation, based on the license plate recognition (LPR)
data of Yiwu City, China, this paper analyzes frequent travel patterns at
various stages of the pandemic and quantitatively describes the change of
travel behaviors in each of the stages. On this basis, the impact of the
pandemic on the trip chain of travelers is analyzed from both temporal
2

and spatial perspectives. Moreover, the spatiotemporal travel behavior of
travelers before the pandemic is quantitatively described, and the travel
behavior adjustments of different categories of travel groups under
COVID-19 are analyzed. This paper proposes a new method to quanti-
tatively evaluate the change of individual travel pattern under the in-
fluence of the pandemic, and this method can be used to quantitatively
analyze the adjustment of individual travel behavior under any kind of
long-term service disruption. With the help of the proposed method,
taking Yiwu as an example, we successfully found the individual
behavior adjustment pattern at each stage of the pandemic and the cor-
responding influencing factors.

The remaining part of this manuscript is organized as follows. Section
2 reviews the change of transportation system and travel behavior under
the COVID-19. Section 3 introduces the data used in this study. Section 4
presents frequent travel patterns at each stage and quantitatively ana-
lyzes the change of travel behavior at each stage of the pandemic and
travel behavior adjustments of travelers under the COVID-19. Section 5
discusses travel behavior adjustment and the influencing factors of travel
behavior adjustments of different groups. Section 6 concludes the paper
and presents future prospects.

2. Literature review

2.1. Impact of COVID-19 on transportation system from the macroscopic
perspective

Most of the recent studies have analyzed the impact of the pandemic
on the entire urban transportation system from the macroscopic
perspective using open statistics. Xu et al. (2020) analyzed the impact of
the pandemic on the socio-economic system from two aspects, the impact
of the pandemic on population migration and the impact of the pandemic
on urban traffic. They concluded that the relevant government de-
partments should focus more on densely populated and economically
developed provinces and cities when applying the anti-pandemic and
work resumption policies. Wang et al. (2021b) conducted an origin and
destination (OD) cluster analysis based on Baidu migration data, mainly
analyzing the relationship between the migration of the Guang-
dong–Hong Kong–Macao Greater Bay Area and pandemic progress and
concluded that the degree of pandemic progress in the Guangdong–Hong
Kong–Macao Greater Bay Area was positively correlated with the degree
of migration from Wuhan to the Greater Bay Area. In addition, they also
analyzed the relationship between the migration level of cities inside and
outside the Greater Bay Area and the spread rate of the pandemic. Some
studies have modeled and simulated population migration between cities
in China to characterize the relationship between the pandemic and
population migration, thus providing necessary support to policy-making
(Chen et al., 2020a). This kind of research mainly focuses on the urban
transportation system using different data to extract various indicators to
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observe the operating features of the urban transportation system, such
as traffic flow, vehicle number in transit, travel intensity, and travel
speed, at designated observation points. These studies have reported a
similar conclusion, which is as follows. Affected by the pandemic and the
corresponding measures, the operation of the urban transportation sys-
tem has been hindered to a certain extent. Since the pandemic has been
put under control, the urban transportation system gradually has recov-
ered (Patra et al., 2021; Marinello et al., 2021; Harantov�a et al., 2020),
but there is a significant positive correlation between the operating in-
tensity of the urban transportation system and the spread of COVID-19
(Lee et al., 2020). The impact of the pandemic on travel distribution
differs among cities. Aloi et al. (2020) reported that in Spain, due to the
pandemic, travel decreased sharply; namely, private cars were relatively
less affected, but public transportation was greatly affected. Also, it was
pointed out that the decrease in the number of trips in the afternoon was
more significant than in the morning and noon. While Muley et al. (2021)
concluded that in the State of Qatar, although the travel volume reduced
by about 30% after the promulgation of travel restrictions, the distribu-
tion of travel throughout the day did not change significantly.

Public transportation is a fundamental part of the transportation
system, and it has often been severely affected by the pandemic. Using
multi-source big data such as vehicle GPS data, bus station data, and
mobile phone signaling data, Orro et al. (2020) analyzed changes in the
traffic volume, station usage, main destinations' traffic flow, bus fre-
quency, operation time, and reliability of Coruna's bus network in the
post-COVID-19 era. In the post-COVID-19 era, the conventional trans-
portation system and shared bicycle systems have recovered faster than
the public transportation system. At present, there have been a number of
studies that constructed models of a relationship between the trans-
portation system and the spread of the pandemic, which simulate the
process of issuing the traffic control measures and quantitatively evaluate
the effect of the measures on the further spreading of the pandemic (Klise
et al., 2021; O'Sullivan et al., 2020; Munshi et al., 2020; Anzai et al.,
2020; Chang et al., 2021). For instance, Chang et al. (2021) established a
resident travel-SEIR model using the SafeGraph data, US Census data,
and the information on the number of confirmed cases and deaths pub-
lished in the New York Times. This model can simulate the progress of
the pandemic under different pandemic-prevention and
pandemic-control policies and can explore the differences in the
pandemic incidence in people belonging to different social strata and
races, as well as causes of these differences. In addition, certain studies
have analyzed the impact of the pandemic on flight (Hou et al., 2021) and
traffic accidents (Vandoros, 2021; Zhang et al., 2021).

The above-mentioned studies mostly analyze the overall or partial
transportation system status of countries, considering the inter- and intra-
city transportation under the influence of the pandemic from a macro
perspective. Generally, the impact of the pandemic on the transportation
system can be quantitatively analyzed by examining changes in certain
transportation indicators in different periods of the pandemic progress,
such as traffic flow, a total number of travelers, travel intensity, and
network speed. The relationship between the pandemic spread and the
transportation system can be explored by a simulation method. However,
there have been fewer studies on the impact of the pandemic on indi-
vidual travel behavior and travel pattern.

2.2. Impact of COVID-19 on travel behavior

A number of studies have aimed to analyze and model the change of
individual travel behavior and travel pattern under the influence of the
pandemic. Jiao et al. (2021) analyzed the impact of the pandemic on the
travel patterns of residents in Houston, Texas using the autoregressive
distributed lag model and have reported that the week travel patterns
before the pandemic outbreak had a significant impact on that of the next
week. In addition, several factors affecting the number of walking trips
have also been analyzed. Zheng et al. (2020) used the GPS trajectory data
of Shenzhen taxis to analyze the impact of the pandemic on the taxi
3

industry in Shenzhen. The considered time period was divided into four
stages according to the promulgation of policies and the development of
the pandemic. The changes in the taxi industry were analyzed during the
pandemic progress from the perspectives of supply and demand. It has
been concluded that the taxi industry in Shenzhen has decayed due to the
pandemic. In response to the pandemic, taxi drivers have adjusted their
operational behavior. Aiming to stimulate the taxi industry, the gov-
ernment had provided certain subsidies to drivers, but the subsidy
method was slightly overcorrected, causing the phenomenon of over-
supply in the market. Li et al. (2021a, 2021b) analyzed the changes of
micro-mobility usage before and during the pandemic. The patterns of
docked bike, docked e-bike, and dockeless e-bike were analyzed and
compared with each other. The study revealed the similarities and dif-
ferences between the three micro-mobility patterns and the changes of
the three micro-mobility patterns before and during the pandemic.

These studies have addressed the problem of a lack of analysis of the
change of individual travel behavior and travel patterns under the in-
fluence of the pandemic to a certain extent. However, in general, there
have been insufficient studies of this topic, and the existing studies have
described the travel behavior and travel patterns mainly using descrip-
tive statistics, regression analysis or other methods at an aggregated
level, but does not describe the changes of each individual's spatiotem-
poral travel behavior. In addition, the current research mainly focuses on
a specific travel mode or research based on questionnaire data, but does
not analyze the full sample of motor vehicle travelers in the road
network.

3. Data description

3.1. License plate recognition (LPR) data

The data used in this study is structured LPR data obtained by LPR
detectors installed on road intersections in Yiwu, Zhejiang Province,
China. LPR data are widely used in traffic flow analysis (Wang et al.,
2016; Ma et al., 2017a; 2017b; Luo et al., 2019a, 2019b; Shen et al.,
2020; Yao et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2018). The data cover the period from
December 2019 till June 2020, spanning the entire period from the
outbreak of the COVID-19 to the post-COVID-19 era. A total of 5,510 LPR
detectors have been deployed in the city, basically covering the entire
Yiwu, and the specific distribution of detectors is shown in Fig. 1a. The
average number of detected records per day during the research period is
8,596,466. The LPR data include the information on vehicle license plate
numbers, the longitude and latitude of detectors, and the time when
vehicles passed by the detectors. It fully characterizes the spatiotemporal
information of vehicles traveling through Yiwu City and can be used to
analyze the travel characteristics of vehicles in Yiwu City.

3.2. Point of interest data

The point of interest (POI) data denote the data type that has been
paid great attention in the development of geographic information sys-
tems in recent years (Yuan et al., 2013). Many Internet map companies
have established POI acquisition interfaces, such as Google, Open-
StreetMap, and AMAP owned by Alibaba. Many service points on an
electronic map, including restaurants, shopping spots, service centers,
and other types of service facilities, have been collected by the map
company and have been available to travelers in the form of POI data. In
recent years, POI data have been widely used, for instance, to reflect the
type of urban land usage and traveling purpose (Gao et al., 2021b; Liu
et al., 2018). This study uses the Yiwu POI data provided by AMAP to
analyze the influencing factors of travel behavior adjustments of different
groups of travelers caused by the pandemic. The collected POI data
include the name, latitude and longitude, category, and other relevant
information of each POI point in Yiwu. A total of 54,320 POIs were
collected, including catering services, shopping spots, life services, sports
and leisure services, medical care services, scenic spots, commercial and
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residential areas, government agencies and social organizations, educa-
tion and cultural services, companies and enterprises.

This study uses POI data to reflect the type of land usage around a
certain LPR detector. The method proposed by Yao et al. (2022) is used to
analyze the land use types, and the method is improved combined with
the method proposed by Gao et al. (2021b). The method mainly includes
the following three steps:

1) The category of POI is reclassified to better reflect the land use type.
2) Calculate the frequency density (FD) and category ratio (CR) of the

reclassified POI data, FD and CR are defined by Eqs. (1) and (2),
respectively.

3) Use four CRs as a feature vector (CR1, CR2, CR3, CR4) and employ the
k-means clustering algorithm to determine the land usage type within
the buffer area of each LPR detector in Yiwu.

FDi ¼ ni
Ni

(1)

CRi ¼ FDiP
i
FDi

(2)

In Eqs. (1) and (2), FDi denotes the frequency density of POIs of class i
in the buffer, ni is the number of POIs of the class i in the buffer, Ni is the
number of POIs of the class i in the whole Yiwu city, and CRi is the CR of
POIs of the class i.

The distribution of POI of each category after reclassification is shown
in Fig. 1b. The land usage types within the buffer area of the LPR de-
tectors in Yiwu City are divided into three types. The first type mainly
includes POIs of the commercial area and companies. The second type
has a balanced proportion of various types of POIs, which are mostly
distributed in the central district of Yiwu City. The third type mainly
includes POIs of the public service type, which are mostly distributed in
the suburbs of Yiwu City. The corresponding distributions are shown in
Fig. 1c. On this basis, the Shannon entropy index within the buffer area
around each LPR detector is calculated with the help of the method
proposed by Gao et al. (2021a). The Shannon entropy index can be used
to measure the land use mixture.
3.3. COVID-19 stages

Since the COVID-19 outbreak, Zhejiang Government has actively
responded to the call of the country and put forward a variety of response
Fig. 1. Distributions of LPR detectors and POIs. (a) Distribution of LPR detectors
residential area and life services, red stands for commercial area and companies,
Distributions of different land usage types; blue, red, and green indicate the first, se
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policies. For instance, on January 23, the Wuhan Government announced
the closure of the city, and Zhejiang Government also announced that it
had entered a first-level response state (Chen et al., 2020b; Mei, 2020).
On February 15th, the operation of taxis and online car-hailing has
recovered in Yiwu city, Zhejiang Province. On February 21, urban traffic
operations resumed, and certain important business centers in the city
opened. In addition, the resumption of work and production also started.
OnMarch 2, the emergency response status of Zhejiang Province dropped
to the second level. On April 13, Zhejiang Government announced that
middle and high school students in various regions of the province would
return to school (Mei, 2020). Combined with the evolution of pandemic
response policies, the pandemic progress can be divided into three stages
(Zheng et al., 2020), and the change of travel behavior in these three
stages is analyzed in this study. The first stage is the control stage before
the COVID-19 outbreak (hereinafter referred to as the first stage), and
this stage is from December 16, 2019, to December 27, 2019. The second
stage is the initial stage of resumption of work and production (herein-
after referred to as the second stage), and it includes the period from
February 10, 2020, to February 21, 2020. The third stage is the
post-COVID-19 era (hereinafter referred to as the third stage), and it lasts
from June 8 to June 19, 2020. This study analyzes and models the travel
behavior based on the workdays’ LPR data of the three stages.

4. Travel behavior adjustment under COVID-19

Since December 2019, the COVID-19 pandemic has been experiencing
rapid growth in China first and then has been gradually controlled. In this
process, the controlmeasures announced by theChinese government have
played an important role. Affectedby thepandemic and the corresponding
control measures, travel behavior of motor vehicles has changed to a
certain extent. This section will present the changes in motor vehicle's
travel behavior at different stages of the COVID-19 pandemic.

4.1. Frequent travel pattern mining

Travelers typically travel many times a day, and by linking multiple
trips, a trip chain of travelers can be formed. By observing the trip chains
of travelers over a certain period of time, frequent travel patterns of
travelers can be determined. A frequent travel pattern represents a
generalization of a traveler's regular travels, which can reflect the trav-
eler's travel habits in a period of time.

This study uses the LPR data as a data source; however, the LPR data
cannot show where exactly a traveler is at each moment but only
in Yiwu City. (b) Distributions of various categories of POI data; blue denotes
green represents entertainment area, and yellow indicates public services. (c)
cond, and third types, respectively.

mailto:Image of Fig. 1|tif
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provides the spatiotemporal point information captured by the LPR de-
tectors in part of the traveler's trip chain. Therefore, the trip chain is
defined as a, a ¼ {P1, P2, P3, …, PK}, where Pi is the information on a
traveler obtained at the i-th detected point. The specific form of Pi is [ti, xi,
yi], where ti, xi, and yi denote the time, longitude, and latitude of a
traveler's i-th detected point, respectively; Pi is defined as an item, a is
defined as a sequence, and several items without sequence constitute an
item set (Saraf et al., 2015). For commuters, P1 is usually near home, as
well as PK, and they are likely to be located at the same intersection.

This study aims to mine frequent travel patterns from the travelers’
daily trip chains. Frequent travel patterns constitute substrings of a trip
chain. To describe frequent travel patterns more clearly and lay a foun-
dation for subsequent frequent travel pattern mining, the following terms
are defined (Shou and Di, 2018).

Definition 4.1. (Subsequence and super sequence). If for each item
in a sequence a’, there is the same item in sequence a, and these items are
in the same order in two sequences, then a’ is called the subsequence of
a, and a is called the super sequence of a’. Since the specific form of an
item Pi is [ti, xi, yi], if two items have the same time, longitude, and
latitude, and then they are regarded as the same item. It is easy to prove
that even the same traveler can hardly have the same item on different
days, which can lead to poor results in the subsequent frequent pattern
mining. Therefore, in this study, Eq. (3) is used to judge whether items Pi
and Pj are the same.

�
Pi ¼ Pj;

��hourðtiÞ � hour
�
tj
��� � tt&dis

�
Pi;Pj

� � td
Pi 6¼ Pj;

��hourðtiÞ � hour
�
tj
��� > tt jdis

�
Pi;Pj

��
td

(3)

In Eq. (3), hour(t) refers to the hour of the corresponding time,
excluding minutes and seconds; for instance, hour(09:25:36) ¼ 09; dis(-
Pi,Pj) refers to the Euclidian distance between Pi and Pj calculated by
longitude and latitude; tt and td are artificially set threshold parameters,
and in this study, tt ¼ 1 h and td ¼ 1 km according to relevant research
(Chen et al., 2017; Mihai et al., 2015;Wilhelmsen et al., 2017). These two
threshold parameters can be reset according to the actual situation.

Definition 4.2. (Sequence database and support). For each traveler,
his/her daily trip chain is excavated. The daily sequence a constitutes the
sequence database A, and A ¼ {a1, a2, …, aN}, where N represents the
travel days of the traveler. Support is used to measure the frequency of
sequence a, which is defined as a ratio of the number of days of the
occurrence of sequence a that is a subsequence in the traveler's sequence
Fig. 2. Travel p
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database to the total number of sequences in the sequence database.

Definition 4.3. (Frequent travel pattern). Frequent travel patternα
is defined as a sequence with the support greater than or equal to a
specific minimum support value (minsup) in the sequence database. The
length l of a frequent travel pattern α is defined as the number of items. A
traveler can have several frequent travel patterns, which are denoted by
F ¼ {α1, α2, …, αR}.

In the following, specific examples of the above-defined terms are
given, and frequent travel patterns of a traveler are extracted.

For a traveler who travels every day on weekdays, it is assumed that
he/she has a sequence database A ¼ {a1, a2, …, a5}, where a1 ¼ {P1, P2,
P3}, a2 ¼ {P1, P2}, a3 ¼ {P1, P4}, a4 ¼ {P1, P2}, and a5 ¼ {P1, P2}. For
convenience, points detected on different weekdays are expressed by Pi;
it should be noted that the same Pi of travelers does not indicate that the
travelers are detected at the same time and location. As long as Eq. (3) is
satisfied, even though they are not detected at the same time and loca-
tion, it is marked as the same detected point. For minsup ¼ 0.6, the travel
pattern and the corresponding support are shown in Fig. 2. Starting from
the root and walking down through any path, arranging the items in
order forms a travel pattern. By connecting items with a support value
greater than or equal to minsup, a frequent travel pattern (the path where
red items are located in Fig. 2) is obtained. In this example, the frequent
travel pattern set F is {{P1}, {P2}, {P1, P2}}}. With the help of the
frequent travel pattern of a traveler, it can be inferred that the traveler is
likely to be a commuter with a short commute distance. Further, P1 de-
notes a detected point on the way from home to work, and P2 represents a
detected point on the way back home from work. For a1, on Monday, a
traveler may go to shopping malls or other places after work and then
returns home. With the help of frequent travel patterns of travelers,
reasonable inferences about their travel behavior can be constituted.

First, the detected point information of a traveler is arranged in
chronological order to obtain the traveler trip chain, which represents a
sequence. After that, the daily trip chain in the first stage is mined to form
a sequence database, which is then used to mine frequent travel patterns
by the Prefix-Span algorithm (Han et al., 2001). The enumerationmethod
can be employed to obtain frequent travel patterns from the sequence
database, but this simple and rough method often consumes too much
time and thus is not applicable to large data. The Prefix-Span algorithm
has been designed to reduce the complexity of frequent pattern mining.
See the Appendix for details of how to use Prefix-Span algorithm to mine
frequent travel pattern.
attern tree.

mailto:Image of Fig. 2|tif
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Although the Prefix-Span algorithm can greatly reduce the
complexity of the algorithm that mines frequent travel patterns
compared with the enumeration method, in some cases, the results
cannot be obtained in an acceptable time. In this study, there are 10-day
LPR data in each stage, and minsup is set to 0.6 (Shou and Di, 2018; Saraf
et al., 2015). Considering a typical commuter, it indicates that the
commuter drives from home to work at the morning peak and returns
home at the evening peak; the LPR detectors are densely arranged along
the way. The commuter travels every day on weekdays, and the travel
trajectory on each day is the same; that is, the spatiotemporal informa-
tion of the corresponding detected points on each day is the same. The
commuter is detected eight times from home to the company in the
morning peak and eight times from the company to home in the evening
peak; A ¼ {a1, a2, …, a10}, a1 ¼ a2 ¼ … ¼ a10, where a1 ¼ {P1, P2, …,
P16}. In this case, the total number of frequent travel patterns of the
commuter can be calculated as C1

16 þ C2
16 þ ⋯þ C16

16 ¼ 65;535. It is
worth noting that in this case, it has been assumed that the spatiotem-
poral detected points constituting the trip chain of every day are the
same; that is, a commuter pass through the same location at the same
time every day. However, a commuter is more likely to pass through a
similar place at a similar time, which will make the detected points be
judged as the same point by Eq. (3). In this case, the number of frequent
travel patterns will be a certain number times that of 65,535. For trav-
elers with a longer trip chain than that mentioned above, the number of
frequent travel patterns increases explosively with the increase in the
detected point number.

To solve the problem that the Prefix-Span algorithm cannot obtain
results within an acceptable time for travelers with a too-long trip chain,
sequence compression is used for such travelers. The following criterion
is adopted to judge whether a trip chain is too long; if the trip chain meets
the following criterion, the sequence compression method will be used.

1) The trip chain length of a traveler is longer than or equal to 10 in more
than or equal to (minsup � 10) days.

2) If the first criterion is not met, then it is still needed to judge whether
the average daily trip chain length is longer than or equal to 10.

The sequence compression algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Sequence compression.
Based on the sequence compression algorithm and the Prefix-Span
algorithm, frequent travel patterns of the three pandemic stages are ob-
tained. The flowchart of the frequent travel pattern mining is shown in
Fig. 3.
4.2. Clustering feature extraction

In Section 4.1, frequent travel patterns at various stages have been
extracted. Frequent travel patterns reflect the regular travel behavior of
6

travelers at a particular stage. Affected by the pandemic, the travel be-
haviors of travelers can change to a certain extent. Aiming to measure the
change in travel behavior in different stages of the pandemic, it is
necessary to define the similarity of frequent travel patterns. This study
adopts the similarity measurement method of frequent travel patterns
proposed by Shou and Di (2018), and a few concepts need to be intro-
duced before defining the similarity of frequent travel patterns.

Definition 4.4. (LCS). The longest common substring (LCS) is defined
as the longest common part of two travel patterns. For instance, for travel
patterns α1 and α2, where α1 ¼ { P1, P2, P3, P4, P5} and α2 ¼ {P1, P2, P6,
P7, P8, P5}, the longest common substring is LCS(α1, α2) ¼ {P1, P2, P5}.
The ratio of LCS(α1, α2) to travel pattern α1 is defined as a ratio of the
length of LCS(α1, α2) to the length of travel pattern α1, which is denoted
by Ratio(LCS(α1, α2), α1).

Based on the above definition, the similarity sij (Shou and Di, 2018) of
two frequent travel pattern sets, Fi¼ {αi

r, r¼ 1, 2,…, R} and Fj¼ {αj
q, q¼

1, 2, …, Q}, can be calculated by Eq. (4). In this study, frequent travel
patterns with a length of one are deleted from the frequent travel pattern
set because they contain little information, and the frequent travel pat-
terns with a length longer than one are retained. As for frequent travel
patterns with a length of two, they might represent the travel behavior of
a typical commuter, with a frequent item in the morning peak and a
frequent item evening peak.

sij ¼

PR

r¼1
wðαri ;αqrj Þ�spðαri ;αqrj ÞPR

r¼1
wðαri ;αqrj Þ þ

PQ

q¼1
wðαqj ;αrqi Þ�spðαqj ;αrqi ÞPQ

q¼1
wðαqj ;αrqi Þ

2
(4)

sp
�
αi; αj

�¼ lenðαiÞ þ Ratio
�
LCS

�
αi; αj

�
; αi

�þ len
�
αj

�þ Ratio
�
LCS

�
αi; αj

�
; αj

�
lenðαiÞ þ len

�
αj

�
(5)

In Eq. (4), qr ¼ arg
1�q�Q

maxðspðαr
i ; α

q
j ÞÞ, rq ¼ arg

1�r�R
maxðspðαr

i ; α
q
j ÞÞ, and

wðαr
i ;α

q
j Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
supportðαr

i Þ � supportðαq
j Þ

q
.

The described similarity measurement procedure of frequent travel
pattern sets can be used to measure the similarity of frequent travel
pattern sets between travelers in different stages of the pandemic, i.e., to
explore the change in the regular travel behaviors of travelers in different
stages of the pandemic.

In addition to measuring the change in travel behavior in each stage,
it is also desirable to analyze its regularity quantitatively in each stage.
The regularity of travel behavior of a traveler i can be calculated by Eq.
(6) (Shou and Di, 2018).

rugi ¼
PN

r¼1

PN
q¼1w

�
αr
i ; α

q
i

�� sp
�
αr
i ; α

q
i

�
PN

r¼1

PN
q¼1wðαr

i ; α
q
i Þ

(6)



Fig. 3. Frequent travel pattern mining flowchart.
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where rugi denotes the regularity of the travel behavior of a traveler i, and
wðαri ;αqi Þ ¼ 1;8r;q 2 f1; 2; :::;Ng.

After obtaining the similarity of two frequent travel pattern sets and
the travel behavior regularity of travelers, five clustering features,
including the travel behavior regularity values rug1, rug2, and rug3 in the
first, second, and third stages, respectively, similarity s12 of frequent
travel pattern sets between the first and second stages, and the similarity
s13 of frequent travel pattern sets between the first and third stage, are
calculated.
4.3. Cluster analysis

To analyze possible behavior adjustments of travelers due to the
pandemic, cluster analysis is performed. Taking the first stage as a control
group, vehicles with frequent travel patterns in the first stage are
extracted, and a total of 245,743 vehicles are considered. Due to a large
number of data samples, to obtain results in an acceptable time, the k-
means algorithm (MacQueen, 1967) is used to cluster travelers into
several different categories. The k-means clustering is a method of vector
quantization, which divides n observations into k clusters such that each
observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. In practice, the
k-means algorithm is very fast, and currently, it is one of the fastest
clustering algorithms (Pedregosa et al., 2011). However, to successfully
implement the k-means algorithm, it is necessary to specify the number of
clusters k in advance. In this study, the number of clusters varies from
two to 18, and the Silhouette coefficient (Rousseeuw, 1987) is used to
evaluate the effect of the clustering algorithm. It is necessary to calculate
the mean intra-cluster distance (a(i)) and the mean nearest-cluster dis-
tance (b(i)) of a point pi first, and then the Silhouette coefficient of the
point pi can be calculated by Eq. (7).

sðiÞ¼ bðiÞ � aðiÞ
maxfaðiÞ; bðiÞg (7)

Finally, the Silhouette coefficients of all samples are averaged to
obtain the Silhouette coefficient of the whole dataset using the clustering
algorithm. The range of the Silhouette coefficient is [–1, 1]; the closer the
value of the Silhouette coefficient is to one, the better the clustering effect
7

is; if the value of the Silhouette is less than zero, it indicates that the
clustering effect is not good, and many points are classified incorrectly.
The clustering performance change with the number of clusters is shown
in Fig. 4.

As shown in Fig. 4, when the number of clusters is three, the clus-
tering performance is the best, and the Silhouette coefficient reaches
0.573. The average values of the five features of each cluster are given in
Table 1.

Therefore, travelers are clustered into three clusters, accounting for
48.70%, 41.97%, and 9.32% of the total number of travelers, respec-
tively. The similarity of frequent travel patterns of vehicles between the
first and second stages and between the first and third stages of Cluster
0 is low. This result indicates that travelers from Cluster 0 did not recover
their frequent travel patterns after the pandemic, even in the post-
COVID-19 era. In Cluster 1, the similarity of frequent travel patterns
between the first and second stages is also low, but the similarity of
frequent travel patterns between the first and third stages is high; thus,
travelers have recovered the pre-pandemic frequent travel patterns in the
post-COVID-19 era. The similarity of frequent travel patterns between
the first and second stages and between the first and third stages of
Cluster 2 is high, indicating that travelers from this cluster have recov-
ered their pre-pandemic frequent travel patterns at the initial stage of
resumption of work and production.

5. Results and discussions

5.1. Travel behavior adjustment

The behavior adjustments made by travelers under the COVID-19
pandemic have been analyzed using the clustering method, and three
different clusters have been obtained. This section conducts a more in-
depth behavior analysis of travel behaviors of travelers in each cluster,
exploring the behavior adjustments of travelers of each cluster at each
pandemic stage.

First, changes in the average length of the frequent travel patterns in
each cluster at each stage are obtained. Since each traveler has a frequent
travel pattern set, the length of the longest frequent travel pattern in the
frequent travel pattern set is used to calculate the average length. The
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Fig. 4. Clustering performance change with the number of clusters.

Table 1
Average values of the five features of all clusters.

rug1 rug2 rug3 s12 s13

Cluster 0 0.624 0.505 0.413 0.002 0.001
Cluster 1 0.683 0.420 0.642 0.001 0.536
Cluster 2 0.689 0.756 0.637 0.471 0.371
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results are presented in Fig. 5.
Next, the distributions of the first and last detected times of frequent

travel patterns of each cluster are obtained. The extraction algorithm of
the first and last detected times of the frequent travel patterns of each
cluster is as follows:

1) Find the longest frequent travel pattern subset from a frequent travel
pattern set.

2) From the longest frequent travel pattern subset, find the frequent
travel pattern with the earliest time to be detected for the first time.

3) Extract the first and last detected times from the frequent travel
pattern obtained in Step 2.
Fig. 5. Average lengths of the frequent trave
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4) Obtain the distribution of the first and last detected times of travelers.

After extracting the first and last detected times by the above-given
method, draw the cumulative probability distribution curves of the
first and last detected times of each stage for each cluster. The obtained
distribution curves of the three clusters are shown in Figs. 6a–6c.

According to Figs. 5 and 6a–6c, the average lengths of frequent travel
patterns of vehicles in the second and third stages of Cluster 0 are almost
zero, indicating that most travelers in these clusters have no frequent
travel patterns in the second and third stages. From the distribution of the
first and last detected times of Cluster 0, it can be concluded that the first
detected time in the second and third stages of this cluster is delayed
compared to that in the first stage, and the last detected time in the
second and third stages is earlier than that in the first stage. Also, the
distributions of the second and third stages are similar, and the time to go
out which means the duration between the first travel and the last travel
in a day is shorter in the second and third stages than in the first stage.

The average length of frequent travel patterns of vehicles in Cluster 1
is almost zero in the second stage, and it increases to 2.898 in the third
l patterns of each cluster at each stage.

mailto:Image of Fig. 4|tif
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Fig. 6. Travel behavior adjustment of each cluster at each stage. (a–c) Cumulative distribution curves of the first and last detected times of the three clusters for each
stage. (a), (b), (c) are the cumulative distribution for cluster 0, cluster 1, cluster 2, respectively. (d–f) The hourly detection frequencies of the three clusters in the three
pandemic stages. (d), (e), (f) are the hourly detection frequencies for cluster 0, cluster 1, cluster 2, respectively. (g–i) The number of vehicles in transit and the average
travel intensity of the three clusters on each day. (g), (h), (i) are the number of vehicles in transit and the average travel intensity for cluster 0, cluster 1, cluster 2,
respectively.
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stage, which is similar to the value in the first stage. For vehicles in this
cluster, the first- and last-detected time distributions in the first stage are
almost the same as those in the third stage. In the second stage, the first
detected time is delayed, and the last detected time is earlier compared to
those in the first stage. About 80% of vehicles in the first and third stages
travel before 9:00, and about 80% of the vehicles finish their trips before
19:00, indicating the commuting travel patterns.

As for vehicles in Cluster 2, their frequent travel patterns in three
stages are similar. The average length of frequent travel patterns and the
first- and last-detected time distributions show similar trends. In all three
stages, about 90% of vehicles start traveling before 9:00, and about 90%
of vehicles finish their trips before 19:00, indicating the commuting
travel patterns. Compared with the vehicles in Cluster 1, these vehicles
start traveling earlier and end their trips earlier as well.

The average hourly detection frequency of vehicles in each cluster in
each pandemic stage is calculated. The hourly detection frequency (Q) of
vehicles in a cluster is calculated by Eq. (8).

Q¼
P
i
Di

△T
(8)

where Di is the detection frequency of vehicles in the cluster detected by
the i-th detector within period ΔT.

After obtaining the hourly detection frequency of vehicles in each
stage of each cluster, the average values of the hourly detection fre-
quency of the three clusters for each of the stages are calculated, and the
results are shown in Figs. 6d–6f.

As shown in Figs. 6d–6f, travelers in Cluster 0 have obvious morning
and evening peak travel patterns in the first stage; in the second stage, the
daily travel frequency is very low;whereas, in the third stage, themorning
and evening peak travel patterns are recovered, but the travel frequency is
still lower than that in thefirst stage. As for Cluster 1, the hourly detection
frequency distributions in the first and third stages are almost the same;
9

the travel frequency at the evening peak in the third stage is even greater
than that in the first stage, while the second stage's travel frequency
throughout the day is small. Lastly, for vehicles in Cluster 2, the hourly
detection frequency distributions in the three stages are very similar,
showing obvious morning and evening peak travel patterns.

Aiming to analyze the travel behavior of each cluster further, the
number of vehicles in transit and the average travel intensity are defined.
The number of vehicles in transit (NVT) of a cluster represents the number
of vehicles with different license plate numbers detected by the LPR
detectors on the road network during the day. Meanwhile, the average
travel intensity (ATI) of a cluster is calculated by Eq. (9).

ATI ¼
P

iDdi

NVT
(9)

where Ddi is the total detected times of vehicles in a cluster detected by
the i-th detector during the day.

The number of vehicles in transit and the average travel intensity of
each cluster are calculated on each day, and the results are shown in
Figs. 6g–6i.

According to Figs. 6g–6i, the number of vehicles in transit and the
average travel intensity of vehicles of Cluster 0 show similar trends;
namely, they first decrease in the second stage and then increase in the
third stage but do not return to the level in the first stage. The average
values of NVT and ATI of Cluster 0 in the first stage are 113,221 and 35.5,
respectively, while they respectively change to 79,109, and 32.8 in the
third stage. Thus, compared with the first stage, in the third stage, the
indicators NVT and ATI decrease by 30.1% and 7.6%, respectively.

The NVT and ATI of vehicles in Cluster 1 also show a similar trend.
They decay significantly in the second stage but completely return to the
level of the first stage in the third stage. In the third stage, ATI even
slightly exceeds its value in the first stage.

ForCluster 2,NVT in thefirst stage is similar to that in the third stage, and
this indicator shows a rising trend in the second stage, indicating that some
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Table 2
The labels and meanings of the independent and dependent variable.

Label X1 X2–X7 X8–X13

Meaning rug1 The number of
traveling days in
the six time periods
of the first stage

The average daily
detection frequency
in the six time
periods of the first
stage

Label X14–X19 X20 X21

Meaning The standard deviation
of the daily detection
frequency in the six
time periods of the first
stage

The distance
between the first
trip's starting point
and the center of
Yiwu

Shannon entropy
index in the buffer
zone of the first trip's
starting point

Label X22–X24 X25 X26

Meaning Performed one-hot
encoding on the land
usage category of the
buffer zone of the first
trip's ending point

The distance
between the first
trip's ending point
and the center of
Yiwu

Shannon entropy
index in the buffer
zone of the first trip's
ending point

Label X27–X29 Y
Meaning Performed one-hot

encoding on the land
usage category of the
buffer zone of the first
trip's ending point

The cluster label
after clustering
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of the vehicles in this cluster have resumed their frequent travel patterns
during the second stage. Further,ATI of vehicles in Cluster 2 is similar in the
first and third stages, while it is significantly lower in the second stage
compared with the values in the first and third stages. This result indicates
that although NVT has returned to the level before the pandemic in the
second stage, there is still the decay inATI. This reduced travel intensity has
been mostly caused by the cancellation of flexible travel.

5.2. Influencing factors of travel behavior adjustment

Faced with the pandemic, travelers have adjusted their travel be-
haviors differently. These adjustments have been characterized by either
homogeneity or heterogeneity. Heterogeneity indicates that, under the
pandemic, specific reactions of travelers have not been the same. Het-
erogeneity originates from the individual differences between travelers,
which are defined by differences in travelers’ personal characteristics
such as behavioral habits and external characteristics such as occupa-
tions. In contrast, homogeneity indicates that reactions of travelers in a
cluster on the pandemic have been similar regarding certain indicators.

As explained above, after cluster analysis, travelers have been divided
into three clusters, corresponding to three different categories of behavior
adjusting patterns under the COVID-19 pandemic. According to the results,
the behavior adjusting patterns of travelers in the same cluster under the
COVID-19 pandemic have been homogenous to a certain extent. To
analyze the affecting factors of the behavior pattern adjusting of different
clusters in response to the pandemic, several features of travel behavior are
extracted, and the random forest model is used for the analysis.

5.2.1. Travel behaviors of different groups
Aiming to analyze the affecting factors of the travel behavior pattern

adjusting of different groups in response to the pandemic, the travel
behaviors of travelers before the pandemic are analyzed. The spatio-
temporal travel behavior characteristics of the travelers are extracted. To
describe the travelers’ travel behaviors from the temporal perspective, a
day is divided into six time periods: before dawn (00:00–4:00), early
morning (4:00–6:00), morning (6:00–12:00), afternoon (12:00–17:00),
evening (17:00–21:00), and night (21:00–24:00). For each traveler, the
average and standard deviation of his/her daily detection frequency in
each time period of the first stage, as well as the number of traveling days
in each time period of the first stage, are calculated.

The origin and destination of the travelers' first trips are analyzed
from the spatial perspective. For each traveler, the origin and destination
of his first trip are extracted. The origin of the first trip is typically the
traveler's residence location, and the destination commonly indicates
where the traveler works. Therefore, it is expected that the land usage
types of the origin and destination of a traveler's first trip can reflect the
types of land usage of the traveler's residence and workplace, respec-
tively. The distance between the origin of the first trip and the center of
Yiwu City and the distance between the destination of the first trip and
the center of Yiwu City are extracted. In addition, the Shannon entropy
index mentioned in Section 3.2 is also used as a feature.

The features of the travelers' spatiotemporal travel characteristics are
extracted by the above-presented method, and rug1, which has been
defined in Section 4.2, is also used as a feature. A total of 29 features are
used to describe the spatiotemporal travel behaviors of travelers before
the pandemic. The dependent variable is the label of three clusters ob-
tained by the clustering method, which are marked as 0, 1, 2, respec-
tively. The labels and meanings of the independent and dependent
variables are given in Table 2.

Due to the large number of independent variables (Xi), a feature se-
lection is performed first; the recursive feature elimination with cross-
validation (RFECV) method is used as a feature selection method. The
feature ranking with recursive feature elimination and cross-validated
selection of the optimal number of features are performed (Pedregosa
et al., 2011). In the five-fold cross-validation, accuracy is used for per-
formance measurement. The number of samples in the dataset with
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different labels is different, and there is a problem of sample imbalance.
Therefore, the Borderline-SMOTE (Han et al., 2005) algorithm is used to
oversample the dataset, making the ratio of labels 0, 1, and 2 be 1:1:1.
The final independent variables selected by the RFECV method are X1,
X4–X7, X8, X10–X13, X16–X19, X20, X21, X25, and X26. The selected 18 in-
dependent variables are used to analyze the behavior adjustments of
different groups in response to the pandemic further.

5.2.2. Analysis on travel behavior adjustments of different groups
The random forest method is used to analyze the affecting factors of

travel behavior patterns adjusting under the COVID-19 pandemic. The
features selected by the RFECV method are used as independent vari-
ables, and the cluster label is used as a dependent variable. To overcome
the problem of sample imbalance, the Borderline-SMOTE algorithm is
adopted for oversampling. After fitting the random forest model, the
random forest model is used to rank the importance of the features, and
the result is shown in Fig. 7.

The first six features with the highest feature importance are selected to
draw partial dependence plots (Ma et al., 2021) for further analysis. The
partial dependence plots of X4, X6, X5, X1, X18, and X16 and each of the
clusters are shown in Fig. 8. The three graphs in the same column represent
the changes in the relative probability that a vehicle is predicted to belong
to Clusters 0, 1, and 2 as the target feature value changes. In the depen-
dence plots, where the y-axis represents a change in the model prediction
probability compared to the leftmost value, the coordinate values all start
from zero, and the shaded blue areas represent the confidence intervals.

The dependence plots show that the more days a vehicle travels in the
morning (6:00–12:00) and evening (17:00–21:00), the more likely it will
be to resume its pre-pandemic frequent travel patterns as soon as
possible. Travelers who have more traveling days in the morning and
evening are more likely to have their usual commuting travel patterns,
which is to go to work in the morning and return home from work in the
evening. These travelers tend to resume their pre-pandemic frequent
travel patterns as early as possible under COVID-19. This conclusion is
consistent with the fact that the more regular a travel behavior of a
vehicle in the first stage is, the more likely it is to resume the pre-
pandemic frequent travel patterns as soon as possible.

However, more days a vehicle travels in the afternoon (12:00–17:00),
the more likely it is to resume its pre-pandemic frequent travel patterns in
the post-COVID-19 era or never recover its frequent travel pattern, and
less likely it is to resume it in the second stage. Perhaps this is because
travelers who like to travel in the afternoon are likely not commuters.



Fig. 7. Ranking of feature importance.
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Besides, the spatial information on a traveler's origin and destination
of the first trip and the types of the surrounding land usage also have a
certain impact on the traveler's behavior adjustment, but the impact is
smaller than those of the temporal-perspective features.

6. Conclusions and future prospects

Using the LPR data, this paper first extracts the travelers’ spatio-
temporal trip chains, then the frequent travel pattern set of each traveler
based on the spatiotemporal trip chains, and finally, quantitatively de-
scribes the travel behavior change in each stage. The clustering method is
used to analyze the behavior adjustments of travelers under the COVID-
19 pandemic, and the spatiotemporal travel behaviors of travelers before
the pandemic are studied. On this basis, the influence of spatiotemporal
travel behavior before the pandemic on the behavior adjustment under
the COVID-19 pandemic is analyzed. The main conclusions of this paper
are as follows.

The travel behavior adjustments of travelers under the COVID-19
pandemic can be divided into three categories. The first category refers
to travelers whose frequent travel patterns have greatly changed from the
first stage under the COVID-19 pandemic; their trips reduced significantly
in the second and third stages, and even in the post-COVID-19 era, their
frequent travel patterns did not recover. The second category refers to
travelers whose frequent travel patterns also have significantly changed
compared to those in the first stage, but in the post-COVID-19 era, their
frequent travel patterns have been recovered. The third category refers to
travelers that resumed their frequent travel patterns in the initial stage of
resumption of work and production. The proportions of the first, second,
and third categories are 48.70%, 41.97%, and 9.32%, respectively.

The first category of vehicles (i.e., travelers) almost did not have
frequent travel patterns in the second and third stages. For a traveler of
this category, the time to go out which means the duration between the
first travel and the last travel in a day shortens in the second and third
stages. The first-category travelers have obvious morning and evening
peak travel patterns in the first stage, while in the second stage, their
daily travel frequency is very low, and morning and evening peak travel
patterns are not obvious. In the third stage, the morning and evening
peak travel patterns are recovered, but the travel frequency is still rela-
tively low. Compared with the first stage, the number of vehicles in
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transit and the average travel intensity in the third stage decreased by
30.1% and 7.6%, respectively.

For the second-category vehicles, the travel pattern in the third stage
is the same as that in the first stage, and the travel intensity in the third
stage even exceeds that in the first stage. About 80% of the vehicles in the
first and third stages start traveling before 9:00, and about 80% of the
vehicles finish their travel before 19:00, indicating the commuting travel
patterns.

For the third-category vehicles, their frequent travel patterns in the
three stages are similar. The average length of frequent travel patterns and
the first and last detected time distributions also show similar trends. In all
three stages, about 90% of the vehicles start traveling before 9:00, and
about 90% of the vehicles finish their trips before 19:00, indicating the
commuting travel patterns. Compared with the second-category vehicles,
the third-category vehicles travel earlier, and their trips end earlier. Some
of the vehicles of this category resume their frequent travel patterns before
the second stage, while the others recover the frequent travel patterns
during the second stage. However, although the number of vehicles in
transit return to the level before the pandemic in the second stage, there is
still a gap in the average travel intensity in the second stage. The reduced
travel intensity is most likely due to the cancellation of flexible travel.

The behavior adjusting patterns have a certain relationship with the
pre-pandemic travel behavior of travelers. A traveler who has more
traveling days in the morning (6:00–12:00) and evening (17:00–21:00)
and a stronger travel regularity is more likely to resume his/her pre-
pandemic frequent travel patterns as soon as possible. A traveler who
always travels in the afternoon (12:00–17:00) may not recover his/her
pre-pandemic frequent travel patterns or recover frequent travel patterns
until post-COVID-19 era. In addition, the spatial information on a trav-
eler's origin and destination and types of the surrounding land usage also
have certain impacts on the traveler's travel behavior adjustment, but
their impacts are smaller than those of the temporal-perspective features.

This paper uses the LPR data as a basis to analyze the spatiotemporal
behavior adjustment and its influencing factors under the COVID-19
pandemic profoundly. However, due to the data dimension limitation,
the range of travelers analyzed in this study is relatively small, and there
is no in-depth analysis and discussion for travelers who travel without
usingmotor vehicles. In addition, the analysis of influencing factors is not
comprehensive enough, and the trip's purpose, traveler's occupation, and
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Fig. 8. Partial dependence plots between the top-six features and the clusters.
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other factors are not considered. In the future research, multi-source data
frommobile phone signaling, smart card, and bicycle sharing will be used
to analyze the characteristics of urban residents' travels in all modes, and
urban planning information and questionnaire survey data will be com-
bined to expand the data dimension to conduct a more in-depth analysis
of travel behaviors and their influencing factors, which can help to un-
derstand the impact of COVID-19 on transportation system and travel
behavior more deeply.
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Appendix

There are certain important concepts in the Prefix-Span algorithm that need to be clarified before we introduce the Prefix-Span algorithm. The first is
prefix; for two sequences, a ¼ {P1, P2, P3,…, PK} and a’ ¼ {P1’, P2’, P3’,…, PM’} (M � K), if i �M and Pi’ ¼ Pi, then a’ is a prefix of a, correspondingly,
{PMþ1, PMþ2,…, PK} is the postfix of a about a’. For a, b, and a’ that denote the subsequences of a, if b is the longest subsequence of a that has prefix a’,
then b is called the projection of a with prefix a’. For a sequence database A and a travel pattern α, A|α is defined as a set consisting of all the postfix
sequences of prefix α in sequence database A.

The pseudo-code of the Prefix-Span algorithm is given as Algorithm A1.

Algorithm A1. Prefix-Span algorithm.
Replication and data sharing

The license plate recognition data used in this research was provided by Yiwu City Brain, and the point of interest data used in this research was
crawled from the application programming interface (API) of AMAP. The code and data sample of this research can be found at https://github.com/R
obinYaoWenbin/Understanding-travel-behavior-adjustment-under-COVID-19.
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